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Background: Molecular mechanisms of plant–pathogen interactions have been studied thoroughly but much
about them is still unknown. A better understanding of these mechanisms and the detection of new resistance
genes can improve crop production and food supply. Extracting this knowledge from available genomic data is
a challenging task.
Results: Here, we evaluate the usefulness of clustering, data-mining and regression to identify potential new
resistance genes. Three types of analyses were conducted separately over two conditions, tomatoes inoculated
with Phytophthora infestans and not inoculated tomatoes. Predictions for 10 new resistance genes obtained by
all applied methods were selected as being the most reliable and are therefore reported as potential resistance
genes.
Conclusion: Application of different statistical analyses to detect potential resistance genes reliably has shown to
conduct interesting results that improve knowledge onmolecular mechanisms of plant resistance to pathogens.
© 2014 Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaíso. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recent advances in genomic and post-genomic technologies have
provided the opportunity to analyze genomic data that is publicly
available in databases. Several molecular mechanisms can be better
understood through the analysis of genomic data such as gene
expression data. To reduce losses caused by plant pathogens, more
understanding is needed about plant immunity mechanisms [1]. Losses
caused by plant pathogens represent one of the most important
limitations in crop production, and these losses can compromise food
supply.

Plant immunity depends on the recognition of conserved Microbial
Associated Molecular Patterns (MAMPs) or strain-specific effectors by
Pattern Recognition Receptors (PPRs) or resistance (R) proteins,
triggering MTI (MAMP Triggered-Immunity) and ETI (Effector
Triggered-Immunity), respectively. Upon recognition, plants activate a
complexnetwork of responses that include signal transduction pathways,
novel protein interactions and coordinated changes in gene expression.
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Detailed information concerning specific and punctual interactions
between effector and resistance proteins has been accumulated in the
past few years, and in some cases, a global picture for some of these
interactions has been established [2,3,4,5]. Immunity networks have
been described for model plants such as Arabidopsis and rice, primarily
using yeast-two hybrid experiments [6,7]. Nevertheless each plant–
pathogen interaction has its specificities [8] and can lead to the activation
of resistance genes that were previously unknown.

Gene expression data, for example microarray data, are used in two
ways: i) for detection of differentially expressed genes (comparing two
conditions) and ii) for construction of clusters of genes with similar
gene expression profile. The second objective is addressed by using
multivariate and data mining methods in order to detect genes with
similar expression patterns in a tomato time course experiment. On
the other hand, resistance is modeled (a binary variable indicating if it
is previously known if genes participate in immunity processes or not)
considering the time measurement and the most influential genes of
this model are identified. The influence analysis allows the detection
of genes that produce an effect in the estimation process in order to
identify crucial immunity genes. The aim of this study is to predict
with original data analysis, a set of genes potentially participating in a
functional group. Moreover, clustering and regression methods are
compared and differences in predictions are discussed.

User friendly and reliablemethods for functional gene prediction are
needed in order to get a better knowledge of molecular mechanisms.
Multivariate analysis is very simple to apply but often considered
unreliable due to their descriptive nature. Therefore, we compared
on and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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these methods to classification and regression methods, which allow
verifying the quality of predictions.

In a previous study a set of virulence factors was defined based
on literature [9] and used to predict potential novel virulence factors
based on linear and non-linear clustering methods combining all
microarray experiments. Additionally, the GEEmodeling and influential
analysis were applied to these data [10] separately on both conditions
and were able to confirm some virulence factors through influence
analysis. Here, clustering, data mining and GEE regression coupled
with influential analysis methods were applied to microarray data
available at the Tomato Expression Database (TED) at http://ted.bti.
cornell.edu [11]. These data sets compare two conditions in the field:
healthy cherry tomato and Phytophthora infestans inoculated cherry
tomato at four time points. Predictions of participation in immunity
processes of gene products were performed separately for each
condition in all analyses.

Conducting predictions separately allowed determining strong
differences in prediction indicating that the shift in gene expression of
genes participating in immunity processes is strong. Moreover, it was
possible to cluster together or predict correctly more known resistance
genes when conducting the analysis on inoculated tomatoes, which
indicates that their activation is needed to detect similar co-expression
patterns, and that information on most of these genes contained in
healthy tomatoes is not enough either for de novo prediction through
clustering nor for SVM prediction or identification using influential
analysis after regression. In conclusion, the presented methodology,
especially SVM, can be used for the prediction of new resistance genes,
namely those that will be clustered together with genes that are not
known to be resistance genes.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Microarray data

The data sets were obtained from the Tomato Expression
Database (http://ted.bti.cornell.edu/). In this study experiments
were carried out using the same platform, namely the TOM1 DNA
chip available at http://ted.bti.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/TFGD/miame/
experiment.cgi?ID=E022. The experiments carried out by Christine
Smart and collaborators [12] (accession number E022)were focused on,
where gene expression profiling of infection of tomato by P. infestans in
the field was studied. The goal of this experiment was to gain insight
into the molecular basis of the compatible interaction between
P. infestans and its hosts (with a major emphasis on the role of gene
suppression). The data from that experiment was used separately for
inoculated plants (condition I) vs. non-inoculated plants (condition
NI) in the field. For this comparison four time points were available at
0, 12, 36 and 60 h with 8 replicates of each condition (32 experiments).
Measurements on 13,440 genes were available.

Canonical immune protein domains (WRKY, TIR, NBS, kinase and
LysM) from Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/) were searched in the
tomato genome annotation file available at TED. We detected 174
genes coding for proteins with these domains and considered them as
a set of “known resistance genes”.

2.2. Data pre-processing

As intensities are not directly comparable, data were calibrated by the
method proposed by Huber et al. [13] bymeans of the vsn R package [14]
available from http://www.bioconductor.org. More than calibrating the
microarray data in terms of the mean, Huber's method allows the
stabilization of variance. The variances of the transformed intensities
become approximately independent of their expected values.

The transformation is similar to the logarithm in the high intensity
range, but does not affect the differences between conditions at low
intensity values, as the logarithm transformation does [13]. The used
transformation and calibration are done as follows: h(x) = arsinh(x)/s,
where x is the measured intensity and s the standard deviation of
intensities in the replicates of each experiment.

In order to characterize time, it was necessary to add a new variable,
called periodwhich assumes the value 0 if time=0and 1 otherwise. The
latter allows considering the case period = 0 as if it was the control
condition before the inoculation of the bacterium. Given this data
structure, the analysis was performed separately for inoculated and
non-inoculated, respectively.

Therefore, the response variables for each of the fitted models were,

- Firstmodel: Yijkt represents themedian value of the conditions of the
i-th gene in inoculated plants, according to the j-th stage of resistance
and the k-th period in time t, for i= 1,…,13,440, j = 0,1, k=0,1 and
t = 0,1,2,3.

- Second model: Yijkt denotes the median value of the conditions of
the i-th gene in non-inoculated plants, according to the j-th stage
of resistance and the k-th period in time t, for i = 1,…,13,440, j =
0,1, k = 0,1 and t = 0,1,2,3.

The behavior of the median expression in each condition is then to
be explained, separately, in order to identify those genes that produce
an influence on estimation and inference.

2.3. Classification methods

Several unsupervised classification methods were applied: k-means
cluster analysis using the centroids obtained from a hierarchical cluster
analysis [15,16], Agglomerative Nesting— AGNES and Divisive Analysis
clustering— DIANA [16] in order to cluster genes in several groups. For
all these methods we used two different distance measures: Euclidean
and Manhattan or Taxicab metric [17]. We also applied Kohonen's self
organizing map [18], which is a highly appreciated algorithm for its
ability to classify data into two dimensions and is based on neural
networks. To define the best number of clusters, a visual inspection
was performed using the dendrogram (not shown) obtained from the
hierarchical clustering method using both distance measures. Despite
the total number of clusters, the interest was in obtaining a main
group of known resistance genes and concentrating in the main
resistance cluster for validation and prediction.

Predictions of “resistance” based on a non-linear supervised
classification kernel method called support vector machine (SVM),
developed by Schölkopf and Smola [19] were also obtained. This
method is a supervised method for which part of the data is needed
to be used for training a classifier. In order to train the SVM classifier
a sample of 1/3 of the genes (4480) was used. Predictions were
therefore obtained only for 2/3 of the genes (8960). In order to
apply this method, microarray data is needed to be mapped into a
feature space by constructing a kernel. A Gaussian kernel was
constructed and tuned the sole parameter of this kernel (Sigma) by
leave-one-out cross validation on the training set optimizing the correct
classification of known resistance genes into a homogeneous group.

2.4. Quasi-likelihood regression

A model using quasi-likelihood regression was fitted and an
influence analysis was preformed, in order to identify genes that have
outlying behavior and could therefore be implicated in immunity
processes. Inference and estimation related to this class of models are
specifically treated by Liang and Zeger [20] and Nelder and Pregibon
[21].

In order to reach the main goal, given the selected model, four
measures were computed to detect influential genes, which were
obtained from residual analysis study. Below, the subscript i[l] denotes
the estimates considering all data without the cluster of genes i. Then,
the influence of the i-th cluster of observations will be computed

http://ted.bti.cornell.edu
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Table 1
Number of gene products predicted to be in an RGC or predicted to participate on plant
resistance processes using clustering, classification and influential analysis. E: Euclidean
distance, M: Manhattan distance.

Method NI: non-
resistance

NI:
resistance

I: non-
resistance

I:
resistance

K-means (E) 4818 58 4681 73
K-means (M) 4760 57 4681 73
AGNES (E) 6463 87 6863 99
AGNES (M) 6598 86 6756 99
DIANA (E) 11,128 145 12,632 158
DIANA (M) 4760 57 12,325 156
Kohonen 5120 105 4323 75
SVM 98 69 0 105
Pearson 36 0 0 0
Leverage 1 165 0 170
Cook 0 2 1 170
DfBeta 0 0 4 0
DfBeta for period 17 0 0 10
DfBeta for resistance 1 9 13 7
DfBeta for period ∗ resistance 1 8 0 0
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deleting the gene over the complete period of time, that is, four times.
The measures computed for this analysis were,

- Pearson residuals deleting the l-th cluster, denoted by rp(l), is
obtained from the expression

El ¼ Bi l½ � Yi l½ �−μ̂ i l½ �
� �

;

where Bi[l] is an appropriate matrix of variability and μ̂ i l½ � is the
location parameter, both estimated without the l-th cluster.

- The Leverage Le(l) of the l-th cluster of observations is represented
by the

tr Hi l½ �
� �

¼ tr Qi l½ �Wi l½ �
� �

;

where tr(·) represents the trace of the matrix, Wi[l] is a matrix
of weights without the l-th observation and Qi[l] is the quadratic
form associated to the i-th cluster without the l-th observation,
with

Qi ¼ Xi X′WXð Þ−1X′i:

- Cook's Distance. The measure is defined as

DCook lð Þ ¼ Q Fl=pφ̂;

with QFl = El′(Wl′ − Ql′)-1Ql′(Wl′ − Ql′)-1El. The parameter φ̂
represents the dispersion of the model.

- DfBeta measure can be defined as the effect of deleting cluster i
on the estimated parameter vector β. This measure is computed
from

DfBeta lð Þ ¼ X′WXð Þ�1Xl′ W �1
l − Ql

� ��1
El:

The effect on the specific k-th parameter of β is obtained from this
expression.

The analysis was performed in order to study the possible influence
of genes. After this analysis, a visual criterion was established for each
study, specifically, influence is detected when rp(l) b −3 or rp(l) N 10,
Le(l) b −0.01, DCook(l) N 10 and DfBeta(l) N |10|, which corresponds
to the extreme cases. The same criteria are applied for males and
females. For the influence diagnostic details, it is possible to review
the work developed by Preisser and Qaqish [22] and Hammill and
Preisser [23].

2.5. Proposal of candidates for biological validation

For all unsupervised clustering methods, we identified the two
clusters that grouped most of the 174 known resistance genes and
considered them to represent resistance gene clusters (RGCs). The
most reliable predictions (intersection of all chosen methods)
were chosen to assemble a list of potential resistance genes. This list
was filtered for the genes with dissimilar sequences to human genes.
To achieve this, a BLAST using the predicted protein sequence of the
candidate genes was done using the NCBI BLAST-P tool. Only E-values
and identities obtained from the best BLAST hit were retained. Proteins
with E-values above 10-5 were retained.

2.6. Software

The data analysis for this paper was generated using SAS/STAT
software, Version9.2of the SASSystemforWindows [24] for the regression
analysis and R-gui software, Version 2.15.1 [14]. Available methods in
each software are used, so that no additional methods are necessary.
3. Results

3.1. Validation of known resistance genes

Different clustering methods, the classification method and the
influential analysis were used to predict participation in resistance of
unknown resistance genes. The first original proposal of this study is
to obtainpredictions separately for each conditionbasedon thehypothesis
that gene expression of inoculated tomatoes should reflect better the
behavior of resistance genes involved in immunity processes against the
pathogen thanhealthy tomatoes, because lessgenes implicated in immunity
will be active. Moreover, conducting the analysis separately led to the
consideration that gene expression of resistance genes in non-inoculated
tomatoes reflects a basal expression, and not necessarily a behavior due to
the presence of the pathogen. Therefore, results obtained separating the
databases are more reliable and reflect better the biological condition.

Classification results and resistance prediction using regression and
influence analysis were different for each of the tested methods but all
methods identified more known resistance genes in inoculated plants
than in non-inoculated plants. The cluster number was chosen to be 55
for all clustering methods based on a visual inspection of a dendrogram.
Differences between the two distances (Euclidean and Manhattan)
were small, therefore either one can be used. All methods coincide in
grouping together the same RGC cluster 5/174 known resistance genes
for non-inoculated tomato measures and 15/174 for inoculated ones.
Most of themethods (K-means, AGNES andKohonen) grouped resistance
genes into two main clusters (Table 1). For the complete results, see
Supplementary data. TheDIANAmethod groupedmost known resistance
genes in one cluster, but this method identified a large cluster with
almost all genes (over 11,000), therefore it was discarded. For the
SVM classification no clusters were constructed, but resistance and
non-resistance were considered as response variables for training a
non-linear classifier. This classification method turned out to be more
accurate, because classification of non-resistance genes into the RGC
was very small (i.e. the RGC is homogeneous). The influence analysis
of theGEE fittedmodelswas not satisfactory despite the Cook's distance
method that identified almost all known resistance genes (170/174) as
influential in the model fitted on inoculated plants; only two of them
turned out to be influential in non-inoculated tomatoes. The fact that
SVM provides the most accurate classification could be due to the
presence of non-linearpatterns in geneexpression that cannotbedetected
by other traditional methods. Nevertheless, some genes predicted to be
resistance genes only by SVM, could be due to noise and high variability
of microarray data. Therefore, we advise using the predictions of all
methods combined (discarding DIANA and all influence analysis methods
except the Cook's distance method). These genes are listed in Table 2.



Table 2
List of common genes predicted as resistance genes by clustering methods, SVM classification and influential analysis on GEE
regression models.

Gene ID Function

1-1-2.1.13.17 Avr9/Cf-9 rapidly elicited protein 146 Nicotiana tabacum
1-1-2.4.18.3 AvrPto-dependent Pto-interacting protein 3 Lycopersicon esculentum
1-1-3.3.11.4 WIZZ Nicotiana tabacum
1-1-3.4.10.21 Protein kinase-coding resistance protein Nicotiana repanda
1-1-4.1.17.2 Putative disease resistance protein RGA4, identical Solanum bulbocastanum
1-1-4.3.20.3 Disease resistance protein RGA2, putative Ricinus communis
1-1-7.4.19.21 WRKY transcription factor 26 Populus tomentosa × Populus bolleana × P. tomentosa
1-1-8.2.15.5 Disease resistance protein RPS5, putative Ricinus communis
1-1-8.2.16.9 Avr9/Cf-9 induced kinase 1 Nicotiana tabacum
1-1-8.4.11.17 WRKY Solanum lycopersicum
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Thegenes listed inTable2 are allwell known toparticipate in immunity
processes, which conducts to the conclusion that predictions using the
intersection of all applied methods are reliable and could therefore be
used for predicting new potential resistance genes.

3.2. Prediction of potential resistance genes

When comparing the genes predicted by the seven methods, 5508
genes were identified as resistance genes by four or five methods. No
geneswere identifiedby all sevenmethods as happened for the validation.
Therefore, a prediction based on the intersection of all predictions is not
possible for these data. Genes that could be considered as potential
resistance genes are the 105 genes predicted by the SVM method
(see Supplementary data).

4. Discussion

The results suggest that conducting a separate analysis of both
conditions is crucial because differences in prediction were found.
Prediction of new resistance genes should be considered as those
genes grouped together in the inoculated condition and not in the
healthy tomatoes. This can be extended to other biological conditions
of interest, in which predictions should be analyzed on the altered
condition and not on the reference condition. Therefore, it is advised
to analyze conditions separately not only for prediction, but also for
other analysis, because results can be strikingly different.

Taking into account the results, these methodologies can be applied
for the functional prediction of resistance genes through the selection of
clusterswith the highest frequency of known resistance genes, whenno
classification is used. GEE regression and influence analysis seem to be
very sensitive to the method and are therefore not recommended. The
most accurate and reliable method is SVM classification. Nevertheless,
the disadvantage is that a part of the data needs to be used for training.

The methodology presented consists of applying several simple
methods that are available in R or SAS for prediction on a microarray
data set and selecting the most reliable predictions based on the
accordance between methods. It is a general approach that can be
applied to different organisms for which gene prediction of a certain
function needs to be carried out, and for which microarray data sets of
two different conditions are available.
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